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INTRODUCTION
The large-scale investments of the past
half-decade are set to continue driving
Qatar’s health sector in the following years.

to ﬁll areas of need, particularly those
stemming from the rise of lifestyle-related
diseases.

With a rapidly rising population and
household incomes well above the
developed-world average, public and
private sector outlays are on track to keep
rising alongside a state-led push to raise
quality and expand services.

As a result, large medical companies have
been approaching other entities in order to
complement their range of products and
expand their business activities.

As the public sector enters a new
cost-optimization phase in the wake of the
oil price drop, the government is
increasingly looking to the private sector

In the midst of this market change, Sigma
Medical aims to help larger companies
complement their business by offering
them state of the art technology and
unique products.

MISSION & VISION
Mission:

Vision:

As a medical company, we embrace the
changing healthcare environment and
seek to identify and explore opportunities
as they emerge. With the best patient care
always in mind, we insist on the utmost in
quality of products, character of
employees, and relationships with
customers and colleagues.

At Sigma Medical Company we serve the
medical society with more than just
envisioning solutions. We endeavor to go
the extra mile for our customers and
stakeholders by providing them with high
quality and affordable products.
VISION & MISSION

We commit to strengthen our position as a
market leader and a ﬁnancially viable
company
through
innovation
and
continuous improvement.

ORGANIZATION CHART

BACKGROUND
Sigma Medical Company was created
based on the expertise, the experience and
the new services needed to make health
care in Qatar more accessible and
affordable to all customers.
We are driven to ensure that every partner
we serve receives the greatest possible
value for their health care investment.

Sigma Medical has been established to
bring its vision and mission to life through
its experience in the Qatari Market
specializing in marketing, distribution,
consultation, product assessment and
agency representation.
Sigma Medical consists of three different
division which are Wellbeing, Medical and
Health Care.

WELLBEING DIVISION
The Wellbeing division focuses on Skin
Care and Beauty as well as Weight Control
products.

Our international partners:
123456-

Skeyndor
- Spain
Pharmaclinix - UK
Renlive
- Italy
Skin Republic - Korea
Therapy
- G/USA
No.1 lifting Eye Cream - Italy

SKEYNDOR - SPAIN
Skeyndor is the No. 1 skincare brand in
Spain and is today rated as one of the top
ﬁfteen cosmetic brands in the world. The
brand is present in over 45 countries
through a network of 40 international
distributors, Sigma Medical being one of
them.
Skeyndor offers over 200 products to a
variety of skin care needs and these

revolutionary products are widely used in
spas, professional beauty salons and
homes from Canada to New Zealand.
Sigma Medical Company promotes and
distributes
Skeynor
products
to
dermatology centers and pharmacies
around the country.

PHARMACLINIX - UK
Skeyndor is the No. 1 skincare brand in
Spain and is today rated as one of the top
ﬁfteen cosmetic brands in the world. The
brand is present in over 45 countries
through a network of 40 international
distributors, Sigma Medical being one of
them.
Skeyndor offers over 200 products to a
variety of skin care needs and these

revolutionary products are widely used in
spas, professional beauty salons and
homes from Canada to New Zealand.
Sigma Medical Company promotes and
distributes
Skeynor
products
to
dermatology centers and pharmacies
around the country.

RENLIVE - ITALY
Renlive was created by Biotec laboratories,
a full line of products dedicated to the
attainment of a bright and smooth skin on
both face and body, and of an overall
well-being.
Renlive Cosmeceuticals products are
innovative, natural and speciﬁcally

formulated to effectively treat skins
problems.
Sigma Medical Company promotes and
distributes premium Renlive anti-aging
and hyper-pigmentation treatments to
dermatology centers and pharmacies
around the country.

SKIN REPUBLIC - KOREA
Skin Republic is a scientiﬁcally formulated,
dermatologist tested hypo-allergenic
range combining the latest advances in
skin care with nature’s restorative
properties.
Skin Republic’s full range of 12 products
focuses on skin care for the face, under the
eyes, neck and décolletage, hands and feet.

Concentrated nutrient rich ingredients
nourish, rejuvenate and hydrate, helping
you to maintain healthy looking glowing
skin.
Sigma Medical Company promotes and
distributes 12 kinds of face, feet and hand
masks to dermatology centers and
pharmacies around the country.

THERAPY-G - USA
Therapy-G is the most technologically
advanced hair regrowth shampoo treatment for hair regrowth and hair-thinning
available anywhere today.
The unique formulas enable you to detoxify, nourish, and stimulate the follicle, pro-

moting hair growth and allowing the hair
to maintain its natural luster.
Sigma Medical Company promotes and
distributes hair treatments and medical
shampoos to dermatology centers and
pharmacies around the country.

NO1LIFT- EYE CREAM
Discover the secrets of celebrities and
World stars. Forget cosmetic surgery. Revolutionary composition of No1Lift cream
smooths your wrinkles within 3 minutes!
In addition, the skin around your eyes will
be radiant and smoothed, bags under the
eyes will be reduced. No1Lift lightens dark
circles and the lines will be signiﬁcantly
smoother. Cream No1Lift acts against
dehydration and keeps your skin refreshed
for long time period. Green tea extracts
and other ingredients soothes and protect

your skin from external enviroment.
Apply No1Lift cream every morning on
clean and dry skin, a half of a pea-size
amount on the wrinkles in the eye area
and allow to dry. Within a few minutes you
will notice the big difference. When
No1Lift dries off, apply your day cream for
easier make-up application.
The cream contains no parabens or other
harmful substances. It has not been tested
on animals.

NO1LIFT- EYE CREAM
How the cream works:
The cream ingrediencies bound silicon
atoms with oxygen and create a network,
which binds to the skin and the directly
effects the skin off. The skin is oxygenated
and also detoxiﬁed.
The effect of the cream:
Thanks to the revolutionary ingrediencies
No1Lift folders off the skin immediately,
ﬁlls in the ﬁne lines and whitens the skin.
The effect of turning off wrinkles occurs
after 2-3 minutes and lasts for a period of
approximately 6 hours. Skin is hydrated

and protected against external inﬂuences,
one of the ingredients, green tea, also acts
as an antioxidant. The skin is velvety to the
touch and you will have a feeling of lightness.
Usage:
Apply to the eye area the amount of half of
a pea (dosage is individual) and rub it into
the ﬁne wrinkles. Let it dry and you will see
immediately how the skin offs and wrinkles disappear. For better make-up application apply a day cream as well. At night
wash off the cream No1Lift with water or
makeup remover.

MEDICAL DIVISION
The Medical division focuses on helping
public and private hospitals satisfy their
demands and requirements in regards to
medical consumables and equipment as
well as hospital design and management.
Sigma can also provide turnkey solutions

in terms of healthcare facilities (primary,
secondary or tertiary) and specialty
healthcare units.
We supply, install, test and commission
medical devices and provide you with after
sales services and maintenance.

OUR INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERS
1- Innovaciones hospitalarias – Spain
Innovaciones Hospitalarias are dedicated
to the manufacture, sale, distribution of
medical equipment and the equipment of
health and care centers.
2- Parker Laboratories Inc. – U.S.A.
Parker Laboratories is a leading global
medical products company that develops,
manufactures and sells ultrasound and
electro-medical contact media, as well as
leading lines of institutional cleaners and
disinfectants.
3- Medisport SRL – Italy
Medisport specializes in machines, bandages, creams, lotions and bags and other
products used by physiotherapists.

4- US Deﬁb Medical Technologies – U.S.A.
US Deﬁb Medical Technologies produces
high-tech deﬁbrillators.
5- Apollo Surgical – Pakistan
Apollo Surgical manufactures and exports
surgical and dental equipment.
6- Praticima – France
Praticima designs and manufactures
equipment for health facilities.
7- Bournas Medica – Greece
Bournas Medica provides superior hygiene
products in medical, dental and beauty
ﬁeld.

HEALTHCARE DIVISION
The Health Care Division concentrates on
product assessment in pharmaceutical
consumer aimed products and assists
international suppliers in selecting the
most suitable partners in Qatar.

Our focus is not limited to designing and
implementing strategies. It expands to
efﬁcaciously penetrating the Qatari
Market, but also offering customized
services and dedicated solutions for new
projects, launching new products and
conducting market researches.

MARKET SUMMARY
The population of the State of Qatar has
doubled in six years rated to
approximately 1.5 million inhabitants.
Hence, the rapid growth of the market

Our Potential Customers:
123456789-

Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC)
RasGas
Red Crescent
Ministry of Defense (Medical Services)
Ministry of Interior (Medical Services)
Qatar Petroleum
Universities and Colleges
Private Hospitals
Clinics
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